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Responses to interactive comments
Journal: Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics
Manuscript ID: acp-2020-953
Title: “Changes in source contributions of particulate matter during COVID-19 pandemic in
the Yangtze River Delta, China”
Dear Referee #2,
We gratefully thank you for the constructive suggestions to help improve the manuscript.
We tried our best to address your comments and detailed responses and related changes
are shown below. Our responses are in blue and the modifications in the manuscript are in
red. All related figures are included in the attached PDF file.
General Comments:
Ma et al. present a model analysis of changes in PM2.5 during the lockdown period
associated with the COVID-19 pandemic in the Yangtze River Delta, China. The model is
compared to observations of total PM2.5 in the region, and to a more limited set of
speciated PM2.5 data from a specific site. The topic is timely and of interest to the air
quality and atmospheric chemistry communities, and warrants publication in ACP.
The paper is mainly a modelling study, with relatively little reference to observations. The
authors can do more to make the effects of the lockdown on PM2.5 clear from their model
based analysis. Recommendations are below in the specific comments. The word “model”
should appear in the title, as it is not clear to the reader until well into the paper that all of
the analysis and attributed changes are based on the model rather than any analysis of
the observations. A more appropriate title would be something like “Modelled changes in
source contributions of particulate matter …. “
The authors should pay attention to the specific comments and technical corrections
below. They may wish to have a native English speaker proofread the paper for
grammatical corrections, although the writing itself is certainly clear.
Response: Thanks for the recognition of our study and the good suggestion. We are sorry
for the unclear expression in the title. Therefore, the title was modified in the manuscript
as recommended. Below is the response to each specific comment and technical
corrections.
Changes in manuscript:
(Lines 1-2 in the revision): “Modelled changes in source contributions of particulate
matter during the COVID-19 pandemic in the Yangtze River Delta, China.”.

Specific Comments:
1. Line 41-42: Why do statistical methods only address primary PM?
Response:
Statistical methods such as PMF (Positive Matrix Factor) and CMB (Chemical Mass
Balance) use the profiles of primary emissions from different sources and assume the
composition remains unchanged in the atmosphere, thus they only resolve contributions of
different source sectors to PPM, leaving secondary components as a whole (Tao et al.,
2014;Gao et al., 2016;Yao et al., 2016;Zhang et al., 2013). The sentence was modified to
be clear.
Changes in manuscript:
Introduction (Lines 41-44 in the revision): “Statistical methods based on observed PM2.5
composition information using source profiles of different emission sources and assuming
that composition remains unchanged in the atmosphere can only resolved contributions of
different source sectors to PPM, leaving secondary components as a whole (Tao et al.,
2014;Gao et al., 2016;Yao et al., 2016;Zhang et al., 2013;Zhu et al., 2018).”.
2. Line 67: The term “PM” is used with primary sources (PPM), but the term aerosol is
used with secondary sources (SIA). Suggest choosing either PM or aerosol, but not mixing
the two.
Response:
The term PPM and SIA are abbreviations of primary particulate matters and secondary
inorganic aerosols, which have been widely used in previous studies (Banzhaf et al.,
2013;Du et al., 2020;Guo et al., 2020;Guth et al., 2016;Hu et al., 2016;Huang et al.,
2014a;Sun et al., 2016;Wang et al., 2019;Yu et al., 2018;Zhang et al., 2014). Although
looked confusing, they are commonly used in numerous publications. We hope the
academic field have a discussion soon to select unified usages. Therefore, we keep the
abbreviation of PPM and SIA.
3. Line 79-81: The authors probably mean “due to considerable uncertainties”. Beyond the
grammar, however, it is difficult to believe that SOA is <10% of PM2.5. Huang et al. 2014
(given below, also in the reference section) show that organic matter accounts for 48% of
PM in Shanghai. Is there a more recent reference showing a much smaller contribution of
SOA?
Huang, R.J., et al., High secondary aerosol contribution to particulate pollution during
haze events in China. Nature, 2014. 514(7521): p. 218-222.
Response:
Thanks for understanding, we intend to express the reason for not considering SOA is due
to considerable uncertainties in SOA modelling. In current models, SOA is mostly
underestimated due to inadequate knowledge of its precursors, incomprehensive
formation mechanisms, and limited observations (Zhao et al., 2016a;Yang et al.,
2019;Heald et al., 2005;Carlton et al., 2008). Although we have the technique to resolve
its sources, we have no confidence on the simulated results and leave it for future studies.
In widely used models like CMAQ and WRF-Chem, simulated SOA accounts for less than
10% of total PM2.5. Observations in recent years show that in Shanghai and the YRD,
SOA accounts for 8.6%-22.2% to total PM2.5 (as shown in below Table R1). It indicates
that more efforts are needed to improve SOA modelling in future. By the way, in Huang et
al. (2014b), organic matter contributed to 48% of PM2.5, but organic matter includes both
primary organic matter and SOA. The two things can not be compared directly.
Table R1 Detailed information of references about contributions of SOA to PM2.5
Year SOA contribution to PM2.5 Site Reference
2020 16.8% at Pudong Environmental Monitoring Station Shanghai (Li et al., 2020)
2020 12.6% at Pudong Supersite; 8.6% at Dianshan Lake Supersite Shanghai (Jia et al.,
2020)
2020 22.0% at Fengxian campus of East China University of Science and Technology
(ECUST) located at the southern edge of Shanghai Shanghai (Sun et al., 2020)

2016 15.7% at East China University of Science and Technology (ECUST) Shanghai (Zhao
et al., 2016b)
2016 22.2% at Dian Shan Lake (DSL) air quality monitoring supersite Shanghai (Wang et
al., 2016)
This sentence was modified to express more exact information.
Changes in manuscript:
Methodology (Lines 84-86 in the revision): “The SOA simulation has considerable
uncertainties, which were caused by the inadequate knowledge of its precursors,
incomprehensive formation mechanisms in the model, and limited observations (Zhao et
al., 2016a;Yang et al., 2019;Heald et al., 2005;Carlton et al., 2008). Therefore, the SOA
sources are not tracked in this study.”.
4. Line 115: It’s not clear what acceptable means here, but the quantitative measures are
given above, so suggest simply omitting the last sentence of this paragraph.
Response:
We are sorry for the unclear expression here. The sentence was modified and shown
below.
Changes in manuscript:
Result and discussion (Lines 121-122 in the revision): “Generally, the WRF model in this
study showed a good performance, which were comparable to previous study (Shen et al.,
2020;Wang et al., 2021).”.
5. Line 121-122: The sentence is somewhat misleading in that it implies that the figure
compares observations of speciated PM2.5 to the model output. The comparison is
between observed and predicted total PM2.5 mass.
Response:
We appreciate your comment. We are sorry for misleading expression. This sentence was
modified to express the exact information.
Changes in manuscript:
Results and discussion (Lines 128-129 in the revision): “Figure 1 shows predicted and
observed daily PM2.5 averaged over the YRD and at three major cities based on Case 2
and Case 1.”.
6. Figure 1 would be far more convincing if it showed the time series of predicted total
PM2.5 mass for case 1 (business as usual) and case 2 (lockdown), as well as the
difference between the two cases. It is not obvious from looking at this figure alone that
the lockdowns had any influence on PM2.5.
Response:
Thanks for your suggestion. Figure R1 (named as Figure 1 in the revision) was modified to
show the time-series differences between Case 1 and Case 2. As shown in Figure R1, Case
1 had higher PM2.5 emission than Case 2 during the lockdown period, indicating the
lockdown policies was notable in decreasing the PM2.5 concentrations.
Changes in manuscript:
(Lines 400-404 in the revision)
Figure R1. Predicted daily PM2.5 with observed daily PM2.5 in the YRD and three major
cities in Case 2 (orange histogram) before (shaded area) and during the lockdown period
(white area), the green histogram (Diff.) represents concentration difference of PM2.5,
which is calculated by Case 1 - Case 2. Units are µg m-³. Pred. is the predicted PM2.5
concentration, Obs. is the observed PM2.5 concentration.
7. Line 122-123: The authors should plot predicted vs. observed PM2.5 during each period
rather than just providing the time series for the comparison. A slope of a linear fit to this
scatter plot would provide a quantitative measure of model performance. Similarly, a
slope of the case 1 prediction against the observations would show how well this case
performed prior to the lockdowns, as well as how much is overpredicted the observations

during the lockdown.
Response:
Thanks for your suggestion. The linear fit of PM2.5 predictions vs. observations in each
period of Case 1 and Case 2 was drawn in Figure R2 (add as Figure S3 in the revision) in
the supplementary material as shown below. The general agreement was found between
the predicted and observed PM2.5, with more than 90% of data points falling into the 1:2
and 2:1 dash lines in the YRD. Although the overprediction was occurred both in Case 1
and Case 2, the slope of Case 2 was closer to the 1:1 line with a higher correction
coefficient compared to Case 1.
Changes in manuscript:
(Lines 39-41 in the revised supplementary material)
Figure R2. Comparisons of observed and predicted daily concentration of PM2.5 in the YRD
and three major cities of Case 1 and Case 2 in each period. R is the correction coefficient.
The dash lines in the plot are 1:2, 1:1, 2:1, respectively. Unit is μg m-3.
Changes in manuscript:
Results and discussion (Lines 131-136 in the revision): “Although the overprediction was
occurred both in Case 1 and Case 2, the slope of Case 2 was closer to the 1:1 line with a
higher correction coefficient compared to Case 1 (Fig. S3). It indicated that the model
performance was better after adjusting the emission. This discrepancy could be caused by
the uncertainties in the emissions (Ying et al., 2014). The model simulation of the WRF
was the same in two cases.”.
8. Figure 3: The labeling is not quite clear. It appears the authors mean “percent
concentration change” rather than “relative concentration” for the circles that are plotted
against the right axis.
Response:
Thank you for your valuable suggestion. The label “relative concentration” in Figure R3
(named as Figure 3 in the revision) was modified to “relative change”, which was
calculated by (Case 2- Case 1)/ Case1, and was mentioned in the caption. The
modifications were also taken in Figure 5, Figure 7, Figure S9 and Figure S10 in the
revision.
Figure R3. Predicted PM2.5 and its major components of Case 2 (red histogram
corresponding to left Y-axis) and the relative change (circle corresponding to right Y-axis)
from January 23 to February 28, 2020 in the YRD and Shanghai, Hangzhou, and Nanjing.
Here the relative change means the relative change of concentration between Case 1 and
Case 2, which is calculated by (Case 2 – Case 1) / Case 1.
Changes in manuscript:
(Lines 410-413 in the revision): “Figure 3: Predicted PM2.5 and its major components of
Case 2 (red histogram corresponding to left Y-axis) and the relative change (circle
corresponding to right Y-axis) from January 23 to February 28, 2020 in the YRD and
Shanghai, Hangzhou, and Nanjing. Here the relative change means the relative change of
concentration between Case 1 and Case 2, which is calculated by (Case 2 – Case 1) / Case
1.”.
9. Figure 4: Why is Case 1 (base case, no reductions) not also shown? It would seem the
business as usual case is as important to show as the reduced emissions case. Also, all of
the relative differences are negative. Why? Shouldn’t the residential sector increase while
transportation and industry decrease?
Perhaps what would make the above clearer is the apportionment among sources for case
1 and case 2 – i.e., what fraction of PM2.5 is attributable to each source in each case. This
measure would likely show that residential was a larger overall contributor for case 2.
Response:

Thanks for your comment. For the first question, we think Case 2 with the relative
difference between Case 1 and Case 2 in Figure 4 of in the manuscript can also express
the information of Case 1, so Case 1 is not shown. For the second question, the
adjustment of emission was based on Huang et al. (2020), also as shown in Table 1.
Huang et al. (2020) explained that the residential sector includes the commercial use of
boilers and stoves and residential heating and cooking. During the lockdown period, the
commercial use of boilers and stoves was closed, but the uses of residential heating and
cooking remained the same. Therefore, the residential sector was also affected by the
lockdown measures. In addition, Figure 5 in the manuscript shows the contribution from
the residential sector were the major contributor to the YRD in Case 2.
10. Figure 5 is also difficult to read. The authors should consider using a pie chart format
in which the contribution from each sector is shown as a wedge in a pie for case 1 and
case 2. This would make clear how the sources changed between business as usual and
lockdown policies.
Response:
We have considered using the pie chart to express the source contribution information of
Case 1 and Case 2 as shown in Figure R4, but it was more difficult to visualize the change
in source contribution. Thus, we keep Figure 5 in the manuscript.
Figure R4. The source contribution of PM2.5 in the YRD and three major cities in Case 1
and Case 2.

Technical Corrections:
1. Title: Should read “the COVID-19 pandemic”.
Response:
Gratefully thanks for your comment. Revised as below.
Changes in manuscript:
Title (Lines 1-2 in the revision): “Modelled changes in source contributions of particulate
matter during the COVID-19 pandemic in the Yangtze River Delta, China”.
2. Line 35: “In the Yangtze River Delta …”
Response:
Thanks for your comment. Revised accordingly.
Changes in manuscript:
Introduction (Line 35 in the revision): “In the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) …”.
3. Line 41: “… is based …”
Response:
We show a grateful appreciation for your comment. Revised as below.
Changes in manuscript:
Introduction (Lines 40-41 in the revision): “… its source apportionment is based on
quantifying …”.
4. Line 50-51: Therefore, updated source apportionment information is needed to support
further reduction policy.
Response:
We show a grateful appreciation for your comment. Revised as below.
Changes in manuscript:
Introduction (Lines 52-53 in the revision): “Therefore, updated source appointment
information is needed to support the formulation of further reduction policy.”.
5. Line 57-58: “changes, and these studies cannot be used …”.
Response:
Thanks for your comment. This sentence was modified and shown below.

Changes in manuscript:
Introduction (Lines 59-60 in the revision): “and the conclusions reported in the mentioned
literature cannot be used to design control strategies.”.
6. Line 110: replace “were met” with “met”.
Response:
We are grateful for your comment. Revised accordingly.
Changes in manuscript:
Results and discussion (Line 116 in the revision): “… RMSE (1.7 and 2.0) met the
benchmarks …”.
7. Line 121: “Figure 1 shows predicted …”
Response:
Thanks for your comment. Revised as suggested.
Changes in manuscript:
Results and discussion (Line 128 in the revision): “Figure 1 shows predicted …”.
8. Line 146: Replace “decreasing ratios” with “decreases”
Response:
Thanks for the comment. Revised as below.
Changes in manuscript:
Results and discussion (Line 154 in the revision): “… with decreases of 40-50% …”.
9. Line 148: Replace “reduced more” with “more reduced”.
Response:
We appreciate your rigorous comment. This sentence was modified.
Changes in manuscript:
Results and discussion (Lines 155-156 in the revision): “… mainly due to a greater
reduction of SO2 from …”.
10. Line 153, 155: Replace “decrease” and “decrease ratio” with “percent decrease”
Response:
We appreciate your rigorous comment. We revised the sentences.
Changes in manuscript:
Results and discussion (Line 159 in the revision): “The most significant percent decrease
was found … the largest percent decrease of 27% …”.
11. Line 163: Replace “Below” with “The next section”
Response:
We appreciate your rigorous comment. Revised as below.
Changes in manuscript:
Results and discussion (Line 172 in the revision): “And the next section showed the source
appointment and regional transport of PM2.5.”.
12. Line 199: Replace “traffics” with “traffic”
Response:
We appreciate your rigorous comment. Revised accordingly.
Changes in manuscript:
Results and discussion (Line 209 in the revision): “… commercial activities and traffic …”.
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